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Have you been... limiting yourself? Maybe getting in the way of what heaven has for you due to
doubt, fear, or feeling you're just too flawed?Well, you are not alone. You were made to believe
and live bigger, and this devotional journal can guide that discovery, drawing you confidently
toward God's one-of-a-kind dreams for you as His beloved daughter.Join reinvention strategist
and life coach, Marshawn Evans Daniels on a 100 day devotional, journaling, prayer adventure
and discover your true identity. You'll identify what is stopping you from living out your calling and
enter into open dialogue with God about your ambitions, goals, and dreams. As you lean into
God's promises for you in scripture you will explore the truth about who you are, why you matter
and what you are here to do.Marshawn will walk you through 100 days divided into 10 sections
covering:--Trust--Purpose--Identity--Disruption--Belief + Faith--Blessing Blocker--Stillness--
Blessings + Obedience--Significance--CourageStep out and take the next 100 days to pray,
journal and spend time with God and uncover your true identity and unleash your faith like never
before. A higher destiny, filled with possibility is calling you. God is awakening something
magnificent within you!
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Changer,This I know for sure: every woman longs to be seen, selected, and significant. Isn’t it
interesting that we long for what we already are? In the eyes of God, we’re already everything
heaven ever wanted and more. But as women, we often don’t feel that way.We wrestle with self-
doubt, worry, perfectionism, toxic thinking, and surrender. And that’s just this morning!
Navigating the twists and turns of a faith adventure with God isn’t always the picturesque garden
stroll depicted. I used to feel a deep disconnect with how we “beautify” the gospel. It creates an
impossible standard, leading us to feel as if we have to look and talk the part. If we don’t, we feel
flawed, broken, and in need of so much work that we couldn’t possibly be ready for God to use
us right now.If you’ve ever felt that way, you’re not alone. It is my hope that during our sacred time
together, you’ll embrace the courage it takes to truly Believe Bigger about who you are, why you
matter, and what you’re here to do right now for such a time as this.Your picking up this



devotional journal is not at all an accident. This is a destiny appointment. Odds are, God has
been trying to get your attention for some time. And the truth is, you’re being recruited to a higher
dimension of purpose. God longs to spend quality time with you so that He can awaken
something magnificent within you…and so God can simply love on you, too.You see, it’s
embracing and bathing in the love of God that leads us into a place of bigger belief, boldness,
purpose, and surrender.I’m honored that our paths have crossed. Each daily devotion revolves
around four pillars:•Scripture—It’s important that we anchor our spiritual growth in the Word of
God. It’s the soil that enables us to grow and multiply;•Reflection—Each daily lesson is designed
to give you a chance to place the Scripture in context and relate it to your personal life;•Journal
Prompts—Guided journaling enables you to immediately engage the Holy Spirit with specific
questions; and•Simple + Bold Prayers—God already knows the desires of our heart, so simple +
bold prayers make it easier for us to focus on intention instead of wordiness.You may see the
same Scripture more than once or the same verse in different translations. I believe in quality
over quantity. Spiritual growth isn’t about memorizing Scripture like words in a dictionary. It’s
about hearing what heaven has for you. And, for me, sometimes that happens by going deeper
into different dimensions of the same verse. I’d also love for each prayer to be like a permission
slip, where you affirm a new reality and claim a new dimension for your life in the moment.My
hope is that you’ll discover how incredible you really are. There is a warrior on the inside of you,
a woman with a big mission and a supernatural message. It’s time to step into your next season
with focus and faith. It’s time to Believe Bigger.Let’s do this.TRUSTTrust Made SimpleJesus
replied, “You do not realize now what I am doing, but later you will understand.”—JOHN 13:7
NIVGod is more concerned with our trust than our talent…more committed to our character than
our career…and more interested in obedience than sacrifice. Because of our desire to get what
we want when we want it, though, we naturally tend to rush the process and attempt to put God
on our time line. We set our expectations high, create our own schedule, and start racing toward
that finish line. Then, when our expectations aren’t met, we feel frustrated because we haven’t
met our goals. But there is something God wants more than your speed, hard work, or mighty
efforts. God wants your TRUST—(T)otal (R)eliance (U)pon (S)piritual (T)iming. Not easy, right?
Instead, we want to orchestrate. We want to direct. We want to control. And we want answers!
However, the truth is that we simply don’t know what’s best for us. We certainly don’t have
heaven’s elevated view. And if we’re acting in haste, we can get in the way of God’s intended
blessings for us. Trusting God is trusting His timing and believing that you can rely upon Him in
both the wait and the pursuit. God is never late. He is always on time.Day 1How has trusting
God’s timing been a struggle for you? What might God be trying to teach you in the process?
SavePRAYLord, thank You for being more concerned with my being than with my doing. Equip
me with an unshakable level of trust in You and Your timing. You are perfect in every
way.AMEN.TRUSTSeeing the UnseenFaith led Noah to listen when God warned him about the
things in the future that he could not see. He obeyed God and built a ship to save his family.
Through faith Noah condemned the world and received God’s approval that comes through faith.



—HEBREWS 11:7 GWNoah’s story is a wonderful example of what it looks like to truly TRUST
God. Think about it—Noah was obedient, patient, and willing to be seen as “crazy” by others
who didn’t understand what He was doing. They couldn’t see what He saw or hear what He
heard. Remember, trust is what enables us to access the voice of God with greater intensity and
clarity. These qualities protected Noah and preserved his legacy and family. He trusted God’s
instruction even when others humiliated him. He took the time to build the ark and didn’t rush.
After the flood, Noah first sent a raven and then a dove to test the land to see if it was ready for
his family to emerge. When the dove returned without a branch, Noah knew that the place for his
“feet” was not yet ready—water still covered the land. But later the dove returned with a branch,
signaling that the wait was over. Building our spiritual trust is the primary way God equips us to
experience the incredible.Day 2What would have become of Noah and his family if he’d ignored
the message (i.e., the lack of a branch) and instead decided that it was the right time to step out?
SavePRAYLord, Your ways are perfect, and Your timing is pristine. Create in me a desire to see
in the realm of the unseen. And equip me to trust and act upon Your instruction regardless of
opinion or conditions.AMEN.TRUSTPerfect TimingTrust in the LORD with all your heart and lean
not on your own understanding; in all your ways submit to Him, and He will make your paths
straight.—PROVERBS 3:5–6 NIVWhen it comes to TRUST, remember, we’re talking about Total
Reliance Upon Spiritual Timing…not just partial trust in the areas where we feel the odds are in
our favor. We must become intentional when it comes to no longer trusting the wrong things like
yourself, your experience, your intellect…You may be good, but God is great. God’s got a higher,
wider, and more eternal view. This is a special time to trust God with your whole heart, especially
the parts you’ve been holding back out of fear of fully letting go. Disbelief disrupts our destiny.
We block miracles when we give God just a small piece versus all of us. It can seem scary. And
that’s okay. God isn’t afraid of or turned off by your emotions or feelings. Instead, He wants you
to bring those cares and worries to Him. Even in the midst of frustration, know that every detour
and delay has been divinely orchestrated. Remember, God knows the ideal timing for you to
arrive at your destination.Day 3Tell me, where are YOU struggling with trusting God’s timing?
What lesson do you think God is trying to teach you about patience, spiritual intimacy, and
preparation? Where do you get stuck?SavePRAYGod, You are the One who created time. You
are in control. You’re never behind, and I thank You that I am always exactly where I need to be to
trust in, listen to, and follow You.AMEN.TRUSTReleasing PerfectionismThe LORD will perfect
that which concerns me; Your mercy, O LORD , endures forever; do not forsake the works of
Your hands.—PSALM 138:8 NKJVIt’s easy for us to trust in our own abilities, accomplishments,
and experiences as indications of our capabilities. The good news is that as a daughter created
in the image of the Most High God, you are indeed full of infinite potential and possibility. But
even as a carrier of God’s divine DNA, we’re still limited by the human body, mind, and
perspective. God alone has the entire world in His hands; He has the only view that sees all
things interwoven from beginning to the end. And the even greater news is that God is far better
at working out all things for you than you are. Above, the word “perfect” is used as an action



word. It means to refine, improve, and put on the finishing touches. Perfectionism, our wanting to
control circumstances to create favorable outcomes, can be dangerous to our destiny. You see,
your destiny isn’t really yours. You’re a critical part of God’s bigger plan, but let’s not forget that
it’s His plan we must learn to joyously and expectantly surrender to. Know that He will perfect
everything that concerns you. Perfecting is what God loves to do.Day 4Have you been worried
about how something is going to work out? How does worry lead you to meddle and make
things happen as opposed to trusting God to work things out?SavePRAYLord, Your ways are
marvelous and soaked in significance. When Your hands touch my life, failure is impossible.
Thank You for replacing my perfectionism with Your perfect will and way.AMEN.TRUSTWater
WalkingJesus: Indeed, come.—MATTHEW 14:29 THE VOICEThe disciples traveled quite a bit
with Jesus by boat. They spent every day with him, but for some reason, on this occasion they
couldn’t recognize Jesus walking toward them on the water. They weren’t comforted or even
amazed by a miracle unfolding before their very eyes. No, the Scripture says that they were so
terrified, they thought Jesus was a ghost. How interesting that we can confuse what is actually
help as something that appears to be harmful. When Jesus told them, “Be still. It is I. You have
nothing to fear,” His disciple Peter was the only one who was drawn toward the mystery. Peter
said, “Lord, if it is really You, then command me to meet You on the water.” When Jesus said,
“Indeed, come,” Peter stepped out onto the water and began to walk toward Jesus. But when he
realized how high the waves were, he became frightened and started to sink (v. 27–30). I love
that Peter was brave, that he asked to be part of an impossible miracle with Jesus. What trust!
But Peter is no different than you and me. When we look at our circumstances, aka the waves,
our faith is punctured. It’s not the waves that cause us to sink—it’s putting our trust in our
circumstances. As Jesus says in verse 31, “Why did you doubt…?”Day 5Which circumstances in
your life are like the waves that intimidated Peter? How might Jesus be using these waves to
show you how to walk on water?SavePRAYLord, make me like Peter. Draw me out of the boat of
the familiar and safe man-made methods. I commit to keep my eyes on You. Invite me into
miracles, signs, and wonders.AMEN.TRUSTThe Faithfulness of GodHe who calls you is faithful;
he will surely do it.—I THESSALONIANS 5:24 ESVFor doers and achievers, it can be difficult to
be still and wait to see how God’s plan is going to unfold. It’s natural for us to want to know what’s
ahead and how it’s all going to come together and when. Maybe you’re the type who’s not afraid
to do her part. Give you a goal, and you’ll make it happen. But what if your part is letting go?
Sure, it’s easier said than done—but this season is more about surrender than anything else.
And, surrender is a complicated balance when we’re trying to help our families, build a dream,
and change lives in the process! Your efforts won’t always be “enough” to create the outcomes
you desire. Here’s the good news, though. The verse above gifts us with a stress-alleviating
promise: God will surely do it. Not you. Not me. He. There are some breakthroughs that can only
transpire with the move of God’s hand. We can’t force it; we can only flow in it.Day 6How are you
getting in the way of what God is doing by trying to make something happen versus putting it in
His hands?SavePRAYLord, my hands naturally default to busyness. Remove the spirit of



anxiousness from my heart so that I can rest in Your timing. Align the work of my hands with Your
heart and plan.AMEN.TRUSTUndeniable ConsistencyJesus Christ is the same yesterday and
today and forever.—HEBREWS 13:8 ESVI remember when I was a single woman dating and
desiring to be married. Dating can be incredibly enlightening. It gives an opportunity to see
someone’s character, integrity, and personality. But most importantly, it is a chance to evaluate a
person’s consistency. If someone isn’t consistent in your life, they aren’t really worthy of your
trust. That goes for any relationship in your life. The reality of humanity is that people will
disappoint you—and you will disappoint others, even if you don’t intend any harm. We’re flawed
and imperfect, but Jesus is not. There is no one more selfless, more giving, more attentive, and
more interested in your life. His love is perfect, wholly pure, and designed to passionately pursue
you every day and in every way. We must be careful not to misconstrue the inherent mystery of
God as inconsistency. His love and intention are unchanging. Our intimacy with Him reveals His
consistency toward us. Plus, miracles spring up from the soil of supernatural mystery. The
unknown makes way for the unbelievable.Day 7How has disappointment in others put a dent in
your trust when it comes to your relationship with God?SavePRAYLord, forgive me for viewing
You through a faulty lens. Help me to permanently release the frustration of past letdowns from
others. Teach me to trust You no matter what others say or do.
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Vika Stephenson, “Just What I Needed...When I Needed It.. I've been reading "Believe Bigger"
by Marshawn Evans Daniels, and as I neared the end of the book, I found out that "100 Days of
Believing Bigger" was being released. I placed my order, and to my surprise, it arrived early! It
was exactly what I needed when I needed it. In the past 21 days, this devotional has really
helped me to unpack scripture, focus on where God is leading me, and reflect on aspects of my
own journey and purpose. I highly recommend this devotional to any woman on the journey
toward believing for more and finding her God-given purpose. I am excited to share this book
with other women in my circle. It has already made a difference for me, and I know that it will do
the same for others.”

Christina Joy, “You're going to want to get multiple copies!. I’m going to be completely honest;
before 100 Days of Believing Bigger was officially released, I purchased multiple copies. After
reading the author’s previous life-changing book, Believe Bigger, I had nothing but the highest
expectation for what was to come. What can I say? She’s done it again! Now with 100 Days of
Believing Bigger officially in-hand, I can confidently say that it is delivering over and above my
expectation.Belief and faith are often taught in such a lofty manner with cliches and platitudes
that make them difficult to firmly grasp and apply on a day-to-day basis. Marshawn Evans
Daniels tackles this issue head-on by systematically breaking the process of belief down into 10
easy-to-follow themes. She pairs that with practical daily instruction, questions, and scriptures
that serve as a straight-forward guide to elevating your faith and belief in a manner you can
realistically use with ease.I love having a practical approach that can actually be applied to every
area of my daily life. 100 Days to Believing Bigger is beautifully designed and would serve as a
wonderful gift as well as an ideal resource to do in community with others, especially women’s
groups, bible studies, or other groups for accountability. I’m following along with friends and we
all love it!The only question left is when will 100 Days to Believing Bigger: Volume 2 be
released?”

Chinasa Elue, “This devotional is changing my life!!!. This devotional is literally changing my life!
Every day goes deeper into various scriptures and is calling me to go into a new dimension in
my walk with God. Deep calls out to deep and this devotional is pushing me and beckoning me
to shed the dead weight and to begin to operate at my truest and highest self. This women I am
evolving to doesn’t need permission to exist, she knows she is ordained and called by Him and
for His glory. I can’t thank Marshawn enough for her obedience and dedication to writing this
devotional. The seeds of her work will hear much fruit of all who use it for years to come! On top
of that the devotional is beautiful in its design and the journal prompts are reflective and help me
to continue to grapple with the topic of the day. Job well done! You will not be disappointed-
there’s a reason this devotional has been sold out for weeks- it’s amazing”
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This devotional journal is beautiful and the cover is nice and soft. Each day is covered on 2
facing pages with plenty of room to write. The scriptures, commentary, and daily topics are so
fitting. The prayers are really simple yet BOLD.I use this devotional in my morning routine. I also
go back and pray the scriptures and prayers from previous days. I find myself praying and
praising because the prompts allow me to dig deeper within myself and also see how I've
NEVER been alone.This has been a blessing to me. I'm on day 38 and I'm seeing myself
differently and I'm compelled to make changes in my life.Most importantly, I'm believing bigger
for myself and I know big changes are coming. Many thanks to the author.But like anything else,
nothing works unless you do. Do the work and see for yourself.Highly recommended!”

Corey & Jessica, “Life Changing from Day One. I wanted to grow in my relationship with the Lord;
I wanted to know what He wanted for me in my job, business, and family. From the moment I
opened this journal, I could tell that the Holy Spirit would use the words on the page to draw me
closer to Him. To maximize the impact, I am fasting from social media. Oh how the noise of
others opinons can make it hard to hear Him. I start my day reading the scripture in the jounral
and in the Bible. I carefully read the lesson, I highlight and absorb what is being taught. I respond
to the journal prompt fully and honestly. When I read the prayer, God soldifies that He is present.
The prayer meets me at the point of need that I explained in the reponse to the journal prompt.”

Carlene S. Williams, “A must buy for every women that is about to walk in purpose. I love my
devotional journal. It is the best I ever invested in. This season of my life has been a challenge
but it allows me to re-define with the Word of God, to trust and believe bigger.”

B, “You need this book!!!. This was a recommended reading by the Visionary Compass
Accelerator Program. Great resource. God’s Word comes alive to me in practical, dynamic ways.”

Sarah Linonge, “Great devotional. This is a great devotional! Very inspiring and life transforming.
God inspired words to Believe Him Bigger!”



Ebook Tops Reader, “Amazing. I'm only 1/3 way through and am really seeing the impact and
value of this book.  Excellent ideas and content.”

The book by Marshawn Evans has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 3,313 people have provided feedback.
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